Analysis of conformational flexibility of loop 110-120 of protein tyrosine phosphatase 1B.
Conformations of the catalytic center of protein tyrosine phosphatase 1B (PTP1B) and surrounding loops are known to be important in catalysis and inhibition of the enzyme. There were 98 conformations from 88 PDB files representing PTP1B with different ligands which were analyzed to investigate the details of loop 110-120 movement and mobility of separate residues. The differences were identified by a special software tool which performs multiple comparisons of selected parts of PDB files. The conformations were divided into 6 clusters. It was found that the loop formed by residues 110-120 can be characterized by four main conformations. Predominantly, the loop 110-120 adopts the main conformation and keeps it during WPD loop movement. Three other conformations appear to be stabilized in case of closed WPD loop and seem to be favorable for PTP1B with subunit structure.